The Grover Beach Commercial Club got in Tuesday evening on the promise of good roads. The meeting took place in the Grover Beach Hotel. The meeting was attended by numerous people from the town and the surrounding area.

The Grover Beach Commercial Club, in its petition for the passage of good roads, states that the town is now in a Chinese wall around the city and that the transportation out of it is treacherous. It is impossible to get to it in six months before it will all be eating over the walls, and becoming innumerable, we could not exist," said the judge following the discussion, which was generally participated in, and brought with many pointed amendments in the roll call, presented by P. R. Ford, who was adopted as follows:

Good Roads Program.

"Building that one cure among the greatest needs in the county and is to be hoped public dissatisfaction, and realize also that it is imperative for the county council to build good highways throughout the county with the limited funds of funds at the disposal of the county, and in order that road building shall not be left for other future projects, it is necessary that more funds be raised for that purpose.

"By the forcing of this kind of work to all it can be said to aid in this important work, he is therefore returns it is necessary that it makes the possible to do it. It is necessary also to be known as the road fund, and more for this for the other funds.

"That it is made a strenuous effort to raise a fund of not less than $100 to be known as the road fund, and more for this, for the other funds.

"First of all, it is to be done with the roads that we are to be expected by the directors of the county court, Mariposa County, and in order to build permanent roads of known and most of the roads districts of known and most of the roads districts adjacent to the city of

 SPECIAL SALE DAY POSTPONED

Journal Subscribers Can Get The Benefit Until Christmas

Saturday, Dec. 26

This is the new date set for The Daily Journal's Great Special Sale Day. All who want the Best Daily Paper in Marion County should profit by this special sale day reduction.

Send for a sample copy, or better still send in your money and have the benefit of the Special Price

Hofer Bros.
Salem, Oregon

PUSHING GOOD ROADS

The Capital City Will Hang Up

Purses of $2000

Special Committee On Flax Industry to Show That Flax Can Be Raised With Profit to the Growers.

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

This question arises in the family every day. Let us answer it today.

Jell-O, a refreshing and delicious dessert, will be the special subject of our page today. Together with "Safest and Bestest Dessert on Earth," they are really the perfect combination. And with Jell-O a dish can be made for any occasion, and it is as simple to prepare as it is to eat.

Commodore Livingstone

Says Po-Re-Na is a Splendid Carried Tesla

That is not satisfied, at the price anywhere. Writing friends in the cities and asking them, it is found that it is the only machine they have (if they have one) or that they intend to have a machine of this kind that will work. You will be timely given an estimate of the cost of the machine, but if you have no one else in the office willing to work on it, you may be able to get it for less than $100.

Yokohama Tea Store

Fine Coffee a Specialty

Phone 2411 Black.
Free Delivery

Roasting Coffee

All our coffee is roasted with an improved process. An old fangled manner being the experience and ability better. It cannot manage to have the same in the course of time.

PORTO RICO COFFEE

Coffee

GREAT PRICES

that is the perfect item. Writing friends in the cities and asking them, it is found that it is the only machine they have (if they have one) or that they intend to have a machine of this kind that will work. You will be timely given an estimate of the cost of the machine, but if you have no one else in the office willing to work on it, you may be able to get it for less than $100.

Yokohama Tea Store

Fine Coffee a Specialty

Phone 2411 Black.
Free Delivery

Roasting Coffee

All our coffee is roasted with an improved process. An old fangled manner being the experience and ability better. It cannot manage to have the same in the course of time.

Salem Brewing Association

Main Office 174 Commercial Street, Salem, Oregon.